
RESEARCH SPECIALIST – CAMBRIDGE, MA 
 
 

Health care delivery is a large industry in the United States, employing over 12 million people in diverse and 
often complex organizations. These organizational arrangements are believed to affect the cost and quality of 
medical care; however broad-based research on the relationship between organization and performance is 
lacking.  Professor David Cutler of Harvard University is leading an AHRQ–funded project to systematically 
examine health care delivery system traits that predict better clinical and economic outcomes. The project is 
located at the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER), the nation's leading nonprofit economic 
research organization. 
 
The ideal candidate will have (i) a strong quantitative background, (ii) strong computer skills including programming, 
and (iii) be able to work independently.  Prior research assistant experience is strongly preferred. The job is ideal 
for someone with an enthusiasm for empirical research, and the ability and interest to learn new skills and take 
initiative as a project develops. 
 
Duties include: 

 Develop research files from large claim datasets. 

 SAS and Stata statistical analyses. 

 Work independently with senior researchers and programmers in various locations. 

 Maintain documentation of datasets and analyses. 

 Summarize and present findings; help prepare manuscripts. 

Required:  

 Bachelor’s degree in economics, statistics or related quantitative field. 

 Knowledge of SAS and Stata, including work with large data sets. 

Preferred: 

 Familiarity with the health care system and clinical terms and concepts. 

 Experience working with large medical claims data 
 
EMPLOYER PROFILE 
 
Founded in 1920, the National Bureau of Economic Research is a private, nonprofit, nonpartisan research 
organization dedicated to promoting a greater understanding of how the economy works. The NBER is committed 
to undertaking and disseminating unbiased economic research among public policymakers, business professionals, 
and the academic community. The NBER is an equal opportunity employer. 
 
TO APPLY 
Please scan the following into one pdf document and upload  into the online application at: 

https://workforcenow.adp.com/mascsr/default/mdf/recruitment/recruitment.html?cid=62bc21f7-1c83-4bca-8f15-
c70a9edae2c5&jobId=227210&lang=en_US&source=CC3&ccId=19000101_000001 

1) Cover letter describing your interests and qualifications 
2) Resume 
 
 For more information on the NBER, please visit our web site at www.nber.org. 
 
 

The NBER is an Equal Opportunity Employer.  
We do not discriminate on the basis of race, religion, color, sex, age, national origin or disability. 

 
The NBER will make reasonable accommodation for any disabled applicant, and will provide assistance to disabled 

applicants as needed during the application process. 


